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Q 1; Answer the following questions below:   

1- What is the Coalition Government? 

It represented the beginning of a new political experience in terms of power sharing.  

2- How did the late king Hassan II hold his own informed cultural and philosophical view? 

On tolerance, moderation and relationships between different cultures and religions. 

3- How did the king Hassan II appreciate skilled and intelligent individuals?  

He appreciated skilled and intelligent individuals and would often bring them closer to 

his inner circle and provide them with first class living conditions that matched their 

creativity, intellect and high – quality production.   

4- What were the most two notable books for the king Hassan II? 

The Challenge and Memory of a king. The Genius Moderation  

5- How did king Hassan II consider his country’s rich cultural diversity? 

As opposed to a driver of opposition ad conflict. 

6- How did king Hassan II pay close attention to the Palestinian cause and the rights of 

the Palestinian people? He dispatched a Moroccan military division to fight alongside 

Syrian forces in the 1973 October War, he had the courage to call for dialogues and 
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negotiations with Israel in order to reach a solution based on preservation of the 

status quo.  

7- When did H H Sheikh Zayed become: 

a- The ruler of Al Ain: 1946  

b- The ruler of Abu Dhabi: 1966 

c- The president of the UAE: 1971 

      Q 2; Fill in the blanks;                    

1- The late king Hassan II was born in 1929.  

2- The late king Hassan II passed away in 1999.  

3- The late king Hassan II is a hugely significant figure in the history of the kingdom 

of Morocco. 

4- The late king Hassan II was the chief architect of the modern kingdom of 

Morocco.  

5- The late king Hassan II ruled Morocco for 38 years. 

6- The late king Hassan II wisely sided with capitalism.  

7- the Coalition Government represented the beginning of a new political experience 

in terms of power sharing.  

8- The late king Hassan II stated that Islam and intolerance are two opposites that 

do not meet in the heart of Muslim. 

9- The late king Hassan II stated that there is no freedom and no openness without 

moderation. 

10- Under the rule of king Hassan II academic and university freedom in the kingdom 

of Morocco notable expanded.  

11- The late king Hassan II ‘s ministers, advisers and ambassadors were all 

intellectuals. 

12- The late king Hassan II was king of wisdom and Balance.  
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13- King Hassan II considered his country’s rich cultural diversity to be a source of 

positivity as opposed to a driver of opposition and conflict.  

14- H.H. Sheikh Zayed’s father ruled Abu Dhabi for 4 years.  

15- Sheikh Zayed passed away in 2004 after ruling the UAE for 33 years. 

Q3: Put (T) opposite each true statement and (F) opposite each false statement; 

1- King Hassan II was an eloquent man and a fantastic speaker.                     T/F   

2- The late king Hassan II was fond of science.                                             T/F 

3- The late king Hassan II was an established author.                                   T/F   

4- The late king Hassan II was uneducated.                                                  T/F   

5- The late king Hassan II was fond of literature, law and mathematics       T/F  

6- “The Challenge” first was published in Arabic language in 1964.                T/F 


